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This study examined reciprocal associations between adolescents’ self-concept clarity (SCC) and their relationship quality with parents and best friends in a ﬁve-wave longitudinal study from age 13 to 18 years. In all,
497 adolescents (57% boys) reported on their SCC and all informants (i.e., adolescents, both parents, and adolescents’ best friends) reported on support and negative interaction. Within-person cross-lagged analyses provided systematic evidence for both parent effects and child effects, with the direction of effects being strongly
dependent on the relational context. For example, higher maternal support predicted higher adolescent SCC,
supporting a parent effects perspective, whereas higher SCC predicted lower paternal negative interaction,
supporting a child effects perspective. Peer effects on adolescent SCC were not consistently found across adolescent and best friend reports.

Establishing a clear sense of self is a key developmental task of adolescence (Erikson, 1968). An
important aspect of the self concerns the degree to
which adolescents describe themselves in consistent
ways and the extent to which they feel certain about
themselves, also referred to as self-concept clarity
(SCC; Campbell, 1990). Several theories on the self
have emphasized the importance of interpersonal
relationships with parents and best friends for the
development of SCC in adolescence (see Chen, Boucher, & Tapias, 2006 for an overview). At the same
time, others have emphasized that adolescents’ selfviews affect social relationships (Swann, ChangSchneider, & Larsen McClarty, 2007) and that
changes in clarity of the self may even precede

changes in relationship quality during adolescence
(Erikson, 1968). Importantly, because both perspectives have mainly been tested cross-sectionally and
not longitudinally, it is difﬁcult to substantiate claims
regarding direction of effects. How adolescent SCC
and quality of relationships with parents and best
friends affect each other over time is therefore not
well understood. Hence, the aim of the present study
is to test different theoretical perspectives on the
direction of effects between relationship quality and
SCC across adolescence at the within-person level by
using a multilevel framework cross-lagged panel
model (Hamaker, Kuiper, & Grasman, 2015).
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SCC refers to structural aspects of the self rather
than the evaluation of the content of the self, such
as self-esteem (Campbell, Assanand, & Di Paula,
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2003). Individual differences in SCC have been
found to be related to several indices of psychosocial functioning. For instance, higher levels of SCC
have been positively related to identity development (Schwartz et al., 2011), and adolescents lacking clarity in their self-concept are at risk for
developing higher levels of anxiety and depression
(e.g., Campbell et al., 2003; Montague, Enders,
Dietz, Dixon, & Cavendish, 2008; Schwartz, Klimstra, Luyckx, Hale, & Meeus, 2012; Van Dijk et al.,
2014). The development of SCC may thus be considered as an important task of adolescence,
emphasizing the importance to further understand
potential antecedents and consequences of the
development of SCC across adolescence.
Parent and Best Friend Relationship Quality and SCC
Developing an integrated sense of self can be a
challenging task, especially during adolescence
when changes occur in different life domains, such
as education and personal relationships (Erikson,
1968; Furman & Buhrmester, 1985; Koepke &
Denissen, 2012). Based on the assumption that the
self is relational in nature and based on feedback
from signiﬁcant others, it has been suggested that
adolescents’ social relationships with close others,
such as parents and best friends, might help them
to establish a ﬁrm integrated self across multiple
domains (Chen et al., 2006). bECAUSE relationship
quality with parents and friends changes in adolescence, this raises the question whether linkages
between relationship quality with parents and
friends and SCC might also change across adolescence. For instance, parental inﬂuence decreases
during adolescence, whereas friends become more
important when adolescents grow older (Brown,
2004; De Goede, Branje, Delsing, & Meeus, 2009).
Moreover, friendship quality strongly increases during adolescence (De Goede, Branje, & Meeus, 2009).
Theoretically, supportive interpersonal relationships can both foster adolescent SCC and evolve
from adolescent SCC. Close supportive relationships with parents and friends may provide adolescents with opportunities and conﬁdence to explore
different aspects of the self and discuss self-relevant
issues within their relationships, thereby allowing
them to establish clear self-views (Grotevant &
Cooper, 1985). Supportive relationships might also
conﬁrm to adolescents that who they think they are
and how they present themselves to others is
accepted, resulting in less doubt about who they
are or should be, and thus in higher levels of SCC.
In the current study, the effect of interpersonal

relationships on shaping adolescents SCC over time
is referred to as a parent/peer effects perspective
on development.
In contrast, adolescents’ SCC might also affect
the quality of interpersonal relationships over
time. For example, Erikson’s (1968) psychosocial
theory holds that adolescents with a more coherent sense of self might be better able to engage
in equal and mutual relationships without losing
themselves in these relationships. If adolescents
have an unclear self-concept, this could lead to
submission to others and high dependency within
relationships, undermining the development of
mutual, high-quality relationships. In contrast,
adolescents with high SCC are able to critically
evaluate their relationships, give clear indications
on the kind of relationships they want to have
with peers and family, and invest in these relationships. In the current study, the effect of adolescents’ SCC on interpersonal relationships over
time is labeled as child effects perspective on
development.
The parent/peer effects theoretical perspective
has received empirical support in a limited number
of longitudinal studies. For example, adolescentreported open communication with parents has
been found to predict SCC over time across adolescence but not vice versa (Frijns & Finkenauer, 2009;
Van Dijk et al., 2014). Moreover, focusing on the
intergenerational transmission of SCC, parental
SCC has been found to predict adolescents’ SCC
but not vice versa (Crocetti, Rubini, Branje, Koot, &
Meeus, 2016). To the best of our knowledge, no longitudinal studies have investigated whether adolescents’ SCC predicted relationship quality with
parents and friends.
The Present Study
The ﬁrst aim of this study was to investigate the
direction of effects between SCC and relationship
quality with parents and best friends. Our second
and related aim was to investigate whether the
strength of associations between relationship quality with peers and parents and SCC changes over
time. To examine these two aims, we applied a
multilevel type cross-lagged panel model (see
Hamaker et al., 2015) using a 5-year multi-informant design covering early to late adolescence. In
doing so, we were able to separate the between-person level from the within-person level associations
between SCC and relationship quality with parents
and best friends. In order to gain understanding
how dynamic processes between relationship
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quality and SCC operate within individuals, regardless of the stable between-person differences in level
of SCC and relationship quality, we need to study
these linkages on a within-person level (Hamaker
et al., 2015; Keijsers, 2016; Papp, 2004). Past studies,
however, primarily examined associations without
distinguishing the between-person level from the
within-person level.
In addition, we add to previous research by taking a multi-informant approach to study relationship quality, which makes it possible to examine
internal replication of associations within the same
relationship dyad across informants (e.g., across
mother and adolescent reports). Furthermore, to
examine consistency in parent/peer effects and
child effects across informants, a multi-informant
approach enabled us to investigate whether adolescents just think they have better relationships with
close others when their SCC is or becomes higher,
or whether these others also experience them as
better relationship partners. Indeed, it has been
found that perceptions of relationship quality differ
substantively when different reporters (e.g., parents
vs. adolescents) report on the quality of the same
relationship dyad (Branje, van Aken, & van Lieshout, 2002). Hence, both adolescents and relationship
partners provide unique views on the relationship
quality (De Los Reyes & Ohannessian, 2016).
We included daily diary assessments of SCC in
order to minimize retrospection artifacts. That is,
because with daily diaries we were relying less on
adolescents’ memories compared to when adolescents’ SCC would have been assessed annually.
Indeed, daily assessments have been found to be
more reliable indicators relative to assessments with
larger time intervals (Burk, Denissen, Van Doorn,
Branje, & Laursen, 2009). Based on theoretical models and limited longitudinal empirical studies, we
predicted bidirectional longitudinal associations
between social relationships and SCC. Speciﬁcally,
we hypothesized that social relationships both
shape SCC (i.e., referred to as a parent/peer effect)
and are shaped by SCC (i.e., child effect). In order to
gain a comprehensive understanding how different
dimensions of relationship quality were related to
SCC, we investigated both support and negative
interaction within close interpersonal relationships.

Method
Participants
This study used data from 497 adolescents (57%
boys, Mage T1 = 13.03, SD = 0.46), their mothers
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(n = 495, Mage T1 = 44.41, SD = 4.46), their fathers
(n = 446, Mage T1 = 46.74, SD = 5.10), and their
same-sex best friend (n = 447, 56% boys, Mage
T1 = 13.17, SD = 0.84), resulting in a total of 1,885
respondents. Study data are part of the young cohort
of the ongoing longitudinal project Research on Adolescent Development and Relationships (RADAR-Y).
Adolescents were recruited from central and western
regions of the Netherlands. Based on parents’ job
level, most adolescents came from medium to high
socioeconomic status (SES) families (87.9%). The
majority of adolescents classiﬁed themselves as
being Dutch (94.8%). Most adolescents indicated that
they were living with both of their biological parents
(84.7%), or with their mother (8.2%), with the rest living in a different family constellation (e.g., with their
father or with one biological parent and one stepparent). Missing value analyses indicated that over time,
88.3% of the adolescent reports, 91.4% of mother
reports, 82.9% of father reports, and 84.3% of best
friend reports were completed. Little’s missing completely at random (MCAR) test revealed that the pattern of missing values could be considered at
random with a normed chi-square (v2/df) of 1.36,
1.12, 1.54, and 1.40 for adolescent, mother, father,
and best friend reports, respectively, indicating that
it is unlikely that our ﬁndings were biased as a result
of missing values. Hence, missing data were handled
in Mplus 7.31 (Muthen & Muthen, 1998–2012) using
full information maximum likelihood.
Procedure
The current study used data from ﬁve waves of
RADAR-Y, with subjects being followed from ages
13 to 18 years. Adolescents participated in 15 measurement weeks (three online assessment weeks in
each of the 5 years, separated by a 3-month interval), in which they ﬁlled out an online questionnaire tapping into their SCC for 5 days in a row
(i.e., Monday through Friday), resulting in 75
assessments of SCC. The initial Internet assessment
week (T1) took place in June, the second assessment
(T2) took place 3 months later in September and T3
took place in December. This same assessment
interval was used across the 5 years. Adolescents,
their parents, and the best friend further reported
on their relationship quality across ﬁve annual
questionnaire assessments. The target adolescents
nominated their best friend. Next, target adolescents were asked to invite their best friend and to
provide contact information of his or her best
friend. The ﬁrst annual assessment took place
3 months before the ﬁrst online assessment. All
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participants signed an informed consent form. The
medical ethical committee of the University Medical
Center Utrecht has approved the RADAR study.
Sample attrition was low across 5 years, with
85.1% of adolescents who participated in the 1st
year still participating in the 5th year. We conducted attrition analyses by comparing the group
of adolescents that dropped out over the course of
the study with the group of adolescents that was
still participating. No signiﬁcant differences were
found with regard to distribution of boys and girls
between these groups, v2(1) = 0.26, p = .61, φ = .23.
Similarly, no differences on T1 level of SCC were
found between these groups, F(1, 474) = 2.26,
p = .13, partial g2 = .01. However, adolescents who
dropped out across the study were more likely to
come from lower SES families, v2(1) = 13.76,
p = .00, φ = .17, and were slightly older, F(1,
474) = 14.22, p < .001, partial g2 = .03.

Measures
Daily SCC
Adolescents reported on their SCC on a daily
basis using a single-item measure of SCC, which
was derived from the full Self-Concept Clarity Scale
(Campbell et al., 1996): Today, I often wondered what
kind of person I really am (1 = totally agree, 5 = totally
disagree). To establish reliability of this single-item
scale, we used the procedure developed by Heise
(1969). In this procedure, the reliability of a singleitem scale is assessed with an estimate of the test–
retest reliability using the following formula:
(rxx = (r12 9 r23)/r13), which separates true
change from measurement error. Because there were
three measurement weeks in each year with 5 days
each, we computed three Heise estimates per week.
For the single SCC item, the mean Heise reliability
ranged from 0.57 to 0.63 across 5 years, consistent
with previous reports on a single-item version of
SCC (Schwartz et al., 2011). Conﬁrmatory factor
analyses on the full SCC questionnaire (Campbell
et al., 1996) revealed that the item, I often wonder
what kind of person I really am, had high factor loadings (i.e., ranging between 0.76 and 0.82 across ﬁve
waves) on the total SCC factor. Hence, we slightly
adapted this original item to make it suitable to
assess SCC on a daily basis (i.e., Today, I often wondered what kind of person I really am). Further supporting construct validity, the single-item SCC
correlated signiﬁcantly with the full SCC annual
measure in our study, with correlations between
r = .36 and r = .47, ps < .001, across ﬁve waves. In

the analyses, we used the mean SCC score of the
three online assessment weeks within each year,
resulting in 5 yearly SCC scores with higher scores
representing higher SCC.
Relationship Quality
In the current study, we focused on two key
dimensions of close interpersonal relationships in
adolescence, being support and negative interaction.
Both support and negative interactions have been
found to be important dimensions that tap into different aspects of adolescents’ relationship quality
with their mothers, fathers, and best friend (De
Goede, Branje, Delsing, et al., 2009). Quality of the
adolescent–mother, adolescent–father, and adolescent–best friend relationships was assessed across
ﬁve annual measurement waves using the support
and negative interaction subscales of the shortened
Network of Relationship Inventory (Furman &
Buhrmester, 1985). Both the support scale (eight
items, example item of mother-reported support:
How much do you really care about your child) and the
negative interaction scale (six items, example item
for the adolescent–best friend relationship: Do you
and your best friend get on each other’s nerves?) were
rated on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = a little or not at
all, 5 = more is not possible). Across ﬁve waves,
Cronbach’s alphas of the support scale ranged from
.90 to .92 for mother and father reports, from .80 to
.85 for best friend reports, and from .87 to .95 for
adolescent reports. Concerning the negative interaction scale, Cronbach’s alphas ranged from .71 to .75
for mother reports, from .76 to .78 for father
reports, from .82 to .90 for best friend reports, and
from .78 to .90 for adolescent reports.
Statistical Analyses
To investigate whether linkages between relationship quality with parents and best friends and
SCC pertain to actual within-person processes, we
applied a random intercept cross-lagged panel
model (Hamaker et al., 2015). This multilevel modeling approach is different from regular crosslagged panel modeling by including a random
intercept for each construct (i.e., adolescents’ SCC
as well as parents’ and best friends’ relationship
quality) to capture stable individual differences
between adolescents. That is, for each construct the
individual has an expected score that is based on
the sample mean across time and the individual
stable trait factor (i.e., the random intercept). Next,
we created a latent variable for each of the
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observed variables by regressing the observed score
on its own latent factor. Moreover, we constrained
the variance of the observed variables to zero.
Therefore, all the variance of these observed scores
was captured in the within-person and betweenperson latent factors. This statistical procedure
shifts the interpretation of the parameters from a
between-person level to a within-person level. For
example, stability paths can be interpreted as the
extent to which an individual’s deviation from his
or her expected score can be predicted by individual’s prior deviation from his or her own score.
Similarly, the cross-lagged parameter reﬂects
whether year-to-year ﬂuctuations relative to their
own expected score in one variable can be predicted by an individual’s deviation from his or her
own expected score in another variable 1-year earlier (Hamaker et al., 2015; Keijsers, 2016). A
detailed description of the equations of this random intercept cross-lagged panel model is provided by Hamaker et al. (2015). An additional
advantage of a within-person modeling approach is
that all stable (unmeasured) confounding variables
are controlled for (e.g., personality traits). Until
now, it remained unclear whether associations
between SCC and relationship quality were also
present at the within-person level. Indeed, it has
been found that effects that are present at the
between-person level can be unrelated to withinperson effects (Hamaker et al., 2015), and betweenperson based estimates are often uninformative for
predicting associations between variables at the
within-person level (Molenaar & Campbell, 2009).
To investigate the direction of effects between
relationship quality with parents and best friends
and adolescent SCC, we tested a fully constrained
baseline model in which all parameters were constrained to be equal across time. Speciﬁcally, we
included T1 correlations, 1-year stability paths for all
constructs, within-time correlations between the relationship quality variables at T2–5 and cross-lagged
parent/peer effects from parental and peer quality of
relationship to SCC 1 year later, and child effects from
adolescents’ SCC to parental and peer quality of relationships. To investigate whether changes occur in
the strength of the relationships between relationship
quality with parents and best friends and SCC, we
compared our baseline model to models in which all
paths of interest (i.e., cross-lagged paths) were freely
estimated across time. Absolute model ﬁt was evaluated using the comparative ﬁt index (CFI), the root
mean square error of estimation (RMSEA), and the
standardized root mean square residual (SRMR). Fit
indices were considered sufﬁcient with CFI > 0.90,
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RMSEA < 0.08, and SRMR < 0.08 (Byrne, 2012). For
model comparison, we used the Satorra–Bentler chisquare (S–Bv2) difference test, because we estimated
our models using the maximum likelihood estimation with robust standard errors (i.e., MLR) to
account for non-normal distributions (Muthen &
Muthen, 1998–2012).
In our models, we distinguished between adolescents’ perceived quality of the relationship with
their mother, father, and best friend, and the perceptions of mothers, fathers, and best friends for the
quality of this relationship. To this end, we ran 4- to
5-year longitudinal random intercept cross-lagged
panel models for adolescents’ perceptions of relationship quality (i.e., Model 1: adolescent-reported
support from mother, adolescent-reported support
from the best friend, and adolescent-reported SCC;
Model 2: adolescent-reported support from father,
adolescent-reported support from the best friend,
and adolescent-reported SCC; Model 3: adolescentreported negative interaction with mother, adolescent-reported negative interaction with the best
friend, and adolescent-reported SCC; Model 4: adolescent-reported negative interaction with father,
adolescent-reported negative interaction with the
best friend, and adolescent-reported SCC). Next, we
ran four models including the relational partners as
informant of relationship quality (i.e., Model 5:
mother-reported support, best friend-reported support, and adolescent-reported SCC; Model 6; fatherreported support, best friend-reported support, and
adolescent-reported SCC; Model 7: mother-reported
negative interaction, best friend-reported negative
interaction, and adolescent-reported SCC; Model 8;
father-reported negative interaction, best friendreported negative interaction, and adolescentreported SCC). Figure 1 displays the analytical
model we used to investigate within-person linkages
between relationship quality and SCC.

Results
Means and standard deviations of all study variables across waves and correlations between study
variables at the ﬁrst wave are presented in Tables
S1 and S2, respectively.
Relationship Quality and SCC
Fit of our fully constrained time-invariant baseline models was good: S–Bv2(90) ranged between
97.05 and 148.94, CFI between 0.98 and 1.00,
RMSEA between 0.01 and 0.04, and SRMR between
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Figure 1. Analytical within-person path model that was used to investigate within-person linkages between relationship quality and
self-concept clarity. SCC = self-concept clarity. Child effects are shown in solid lines and socialization effects in dashed lines. For reasons of presentation, the between-person level part (top panel) and within-person level part (bottom level panel) of the model are visually presented separately. However, for the analyses we estimated all parameters into one model at the same time.

0.04 and 0.08. To investigate our hypothesis that
changes occur across adolescence in the strength of
the associations between relationship quality with
best friends and parents on the one hand and SCC
on the other hand, we tested whether cross-lagged
effects could be freely estimated across time. However, freeing the cross-lagged effects across time did
not signiﬁcantly improve model ﬁt for adolescent-,
mother-, father-, and best friend-reported relationship quality predicting SCC, DS–Bv2(4) ranging
between 1.78 and 8.33, all ps > .08, and neither for
SCC predicting perceived and mother-, father-, and
best friend-reported relationship quality, DS–Bv2(3)
ranged between 0.23 and 6.71, all ps > .09. Hence,
for reasons of parsimony we kept all model parameters constrained to be time invariant. Thus, these
ﬁndings do not support our expectations that developmental changes occur in the strength of associations between parents’ and best friends’
relationship quality and SCC across adolescence.
Results of the models are presented in Table 1.
Paths of the models that were not directly related
to our research aim can be found in Supporting
Information. These include 1-year within-person
stability paths, which are presented in Table S3.

Concurrent within-person associations and correlations between the trait-like differences in relationship quality and SCC can be found in Data S1.
Relationship Quality and SCC: Parent/Peer Effects
Across parental, best friend, and adolescent
reports, 4 of 12 possible cross-lagged effects that
were signiﬁcant were consistent with a parent/peer
effects model. Within-person increase in level of perceived maternal and paternal support predicted an
increase in adolescents’ SCC, b = .08 to .10, 1 year
later. Also, mother-reported support predicted
within-person increase in adolescents’ SCC one wave
later, b = .05 to .07. In addition, perceived paternal
negative interaction was associated with a later
decrease in SCC, b = .05 to .07. Hence, consistent
across reporters, the quality of the relationships
between adolescents and their mothers predicted an
increase in adolescents’ SCC. Three of the four parent
effects were adolescent reported. We found no evidence for relationships with best friends shaping
adolescents’ SCC (i.e., no peer effects were found).
Additionally, we investigated whether crosslagged effects from parental relationship quality to
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Table 1
Standardized Cross-Lagged Pathsa for Relationship Quality and Self-Concept Clarity
Child effectsb
Other-reported support
Mother about adolescent
Father about adolescent
Best friend about adolescent
Adolescent-reported support
Adolescent about mother
Adolescent about father
Adolescent about best friend
Other-reported neg. int.
Mother about adolescent
Father about adolescent
Best friend about adolescent
Adolescent-reported neg. int.
Adolescent about mother
Adolescent about father
Adolescent about best friend

.11*/.13*/.13*/.11**
.03/.04/.04/.04
.00/.00/.00/.00
.04/.05/.04/.05
.11*/.13*/.13*/.12**
.08*/.09*/.09*/.09*

Parent/peer effectsc

.07*/.06*/.05*/.05*/.07*
.01/.01/.01/.01/.01
.03.03/.03/.03/.03
.08**/.08**/.08**/.09**/.09**
.09*/.09*/.09*/.09*/.10*
.02/.01/.02/.02/.02

.09**/.11**/.10**/.10**
.08**/.09**/.09**/.09**
.05/.05/.05/.06

.03/.03/.03/.03/.03
.04/.04/.04/.04/.04
.01/.01/.02/.02/.02

.03/.03/.03/.03
.13**/.13**/.13**/.11**
.08*/.09*/.08*/.09*

.03/.03/.03/.03/.04
.05*/.06*/.06*/.06*/.07*
.02/.02/.02/.02/.02

Note. Signiﬁcant cross-lagged effects across Waves 1 through 5 are separated by a slash. Neg. int. = negative interaction; SCC = selfconcept clarity. aOn average, the cross-lagged relationships were 6 months later. bChild effects refer to the cross-lagged effects when
changes in adolescents’ SCC affect relationship quality. cParent/peer effects refer to the cross-lagged effects when changes in relationship quality affect SCC.
*p < .05. **p < .01.

SCC differed for boys and girls. Results suggested
two (of eight) signiﬁcant moderation effects: Increasing mother-reported support predicted increasing
SCC for boys, but not for girls, DS–Bv2(1) = 4.36,
p = .03. Similarly, increasing mother-reported negative interaction predicted decreasing SCC for boys
but not for girls, DS–Bv2(1) = 8.97, p = .00. For the
other parent effects, freeing these cross-paths for
boys and girls did not signiﬁcantly improve model
ﬁt, DS–Bv2(1) ranging between 1.43 and 1.52, all
ps > .22, suggesting no signiﬁcant differences
between boys and girls in these associations.
Relationship Quality and SCC: Child Effects
Across multiple informants, 7 of 12 possible crosslagged effects that were signiﬁcant were consistent
with child effects model. When adolescents reported
increasing SCC, they also reported increasing paternal support, b = .11 to .13, as well as increasing perceived support from the best friend, b = .08 to .09, in
the subsequent wave. In addition, an increase in SCC
boosted mother-reported support, b = .11 to .13.
Moreover, increasing adolescents’ SCC predicted less
perceived paternal negative interaction, b = .11 to
.13, and less perceived negative interaction with
the best friend, b = .08 to .09. Finally, an increase
in SCC predicted less mother-reported negative
interaction, b = .09 to .11, as well as father-

reported negative interaction, b = .08 to .09. In
sum, consistent across different informants, an
increase in adolescents’ SCC predicted parent–child
relationship quality. Concerning hypothesized linkages between relationship quality with the best
friend and SCC, we only found support in the selfreported models. However, these child effects were
not conﬁrmed by the best friends themselves.
We also tested whether cross-lagged effects
between best friend relationship quality and SCC
differed for adolescents who had stable best friends
(n = 172) across 5 years compared to adolescents
who had unstable friends or stable friends for
< 5 years (n = 325). Results did not suggest any
moderation by friendship stability. That is, freeing
the cross-paths for stable versus unstable friendships did not signiﬁcantly improve model ﬁt, DS–
Bv2(1) ranging between 0.00 and 2.17, all ps > .14.

Discussion
The current 5-year longitudinal multi-informant
study investigated the directional nature between
relationship quality with parents and the best friend
and adolescents’ SCC, using a multilevel framework cross-lagged panel model. Overall, our longitudinal ﬁndings supported bidirectional effects
between quality of relationships and clarity of
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adolescents’ self-concept. However, we found somewhat more support for child effects than parent/
peer effects. Yet, the direction of these effects was
strongly dependent on the relational context. For
instance, increasing support from mother predicted
higher levels of adolescents’ SCC. However,
increasing adolescents’ SCC predicted less negative
interaction with father.
Relationship Quality and SCC: Child Effects
We found consistent support for child effects in
the longitudinal association between adolescent
SCC and interpersonal relationship quality across
different reporters. Speciﬁcally, adolescents0 increasing SCC predicted a decrease in mother- and
father-reported negative interaction, as well as adolescent-reported negative interaction with the father
1 year later. In addition, an increase in adolescents’
SCC fostered mother-reported support. Importantly,
all within-person longitudinal cross-lagged paths
could be constrained to be time invariant, suggesting that these associations appear to be similar from
early to late adolescence. In sum, adolescents’ SCC
seems to be an important predictor of the quality of
relationships within the family context across adolescence. These results ﬁt with an increasing body
of longitudinal studies showing that self-development is a strong predictor for quality of family relationships (Crocetti, Branje, Rubini, Koot, & Meeus,
2017) as well as romantic relationships (Beyers &
Seiffge-Krenke, 2010) across adolescence. Note that
child effects were particularly prominent in parent
reports (compared to parent/peer effects). When
considering adolescent reports only, child effects
and parent effects were more balanced.
Moreover, our study results are consistent with
Erikson’s (1968) theoretical model, which predicts
that when adolescents have a clear integrated selfconcept this paves the way for them to develop
high-quality interpersonal relationships with close
others. During this developmental period, adolescents are also striving for increased autonomy and
individuation, in which relationships with their
parents become more egalitarian (Grotevant &
Cooper, 1985; Koepke & Denissen, 2012; Laursen &
Collins, 2009). Those adolescents with increasing
self-certainty and feeling signiﬁcant (Adams & Marshall, 1996) might be more likely to invest in the
quality of relationships and show relationship
attachment without having to fear ego loss (Erikson, 1968).
Concerning best friend relationships, adolescents’
SCC also affected relationship quality with the best

friend, but ﬁndings were somewhat more complex
than concerning the parent–adolescent relationship.
When adolescents’ SCC increased, they perceived
an improvement in relationship quality with their
best friends 1 year later, indicated by higher perceived support and lower perceived negative interaction. However, adolescents’ SCC was not
affecting relationship quality as reported by the best
friend. One possible explanation for this ﬁnding is
that the salience of relationships with best friends
in forming mental representations of the self might
be lower during adolescence compared to the salience of parent–child relationships. Alternatively,
the fact that these associations only existed within
the perception of adolescents could also be a result
of common method variance, because adolescents
reported on the relationship quality with the best
friend as well as on their SCC.
Relationship Quality and SCC: Parent/Peer Effects
We also found empirical support for relationship
quality with parents predicting adolescents’ SCC.
These parent effects were most consistently present
when considering adolescent-reported relationship
quality with their parents. We did not ﬁnd support
for relationship quality with the best friend shaping
adolescents’ SCC. Concerning parent effects, a
warm and supportive relationship with their
mother predicted an increase in adolescents’ SCC,
which was consistent across both mother reports
and adolescent reports. In addition, adolescent-perceived support from their father predicted increasing SCC, but father-reported support was not
related to adolescents’ SCC. This ﬁnding might
indicate that support from mothers may be especially important for boosting SCC, compared to
support from fathers. Consistent with this ﬁnding,
it has been found that mothers are particularly
involved in providing socioemotional support to
their adolescents, relative to fathers (Smetana, Campione-Barr, & Metzger, 2006). Therefore, within a
supportive adolescent–mother relationship, adolescents may feel more comfortable to express issues
and thoughts about their self-concept, which may
boost adolescents’ SCC over time (Smetana et al.,
2006). Moreover, mothers tend to spend more time
in daily interactions with their adolescents, which
may also provide adolescents with more chances to
enhance their SCC within a mutually warm and
nurturing mother–adolescent relationship, compared to fathers (Dusek & McIntyre, 2003).
In contrast, adolescents’ perception of increased
negative interaction with their fathers predicted
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decreases in SCC 1 year later, but the perception of
maternal negative interaction did not affect adolescents’ SCC. This ﬁnding may in part be explained
by different roles that fathers and mothers play in
shaping adolescents’ SCC. That is, although mothers appear to provide more emotional support,
fathers are more task oriented and more involved
in disciplining their child (e.g., Smetana et al.,
2006). Therefore, especially when fathers increase in
disciplining their child, accompanied by increasing
negative interactions, this might lower adolescents’
SCC. Indeed, adolescents who reported increasing
regulation by their fathers, reported lower self-concept as well (e.g., Litovsky & Dusek, 1985).
In sum, our ﬁndings add to the literature by
showing differential inﬂuences of mothers and
fathers in shaping adolescents’ SCC depending on
the dimensions of relationship quality. Our results
are consistent with theoretical models that have
emphasized the important role of parents in shaping adolescents’ self-concept over time (Chen et al.,
2006; Grotevant & Cooper, 1985). Our results supported these theoretical models by showing that
increasing support from mothers (both mother and
adolescent reported) fostered adolescents’ SCC.
Additional ﬁndings revealed that parent/peer
effects were most prominent according to adolescents’ perceptions but less when considering parent
and best friend reports. Future studies are needed
to examine the replicability of these ﬁndings.
In contrast to parent effects, we consistently found
no support for peer effects on adolescents’ SCC in
both adolescent and best friend reports. Although
the inﬂuence of peers has been established for shaping various domains of adolescent functioning, such
as aggressive behavior (Dishion & Tipsord, 2011)
and school motivation (Ryan, 2000), we suggest that
peers might serve a different function for adolescents’ SCC development. Instead of peer effects on
SCC during adolescence, the self-concept might serve
to develop and maintain high-quality relationships
with peers. This function is consistent with Erikson’s
(1968) notion that when adolescents have established
a clear sense of self, they are also able to evaluate
their relationships, indicate the type of relationships
they want to have, and invest in these relationships.
In sum, across multiple informants, we found
that adolescents’ SCC affected their social relationships as well as social relationships affecting their
SCC. These ﬁndings applied particularly to parent–
adolescent relationships. However, whether child
effects or parent/peer effects were found was largely dependent on the relational context. At a more
general level, however, we identiﬁed somewhat
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more child effects in our study compared to parent/peer effects, which may reﬂect adolescents’
increasing maturation in the organization of the self
and increasing agency in shaping relationships.
Similarly, a recent overview of multiple longitudinal adolescent studies across the world reported
systematic evidence that adolescents inﬂuence parent–adolescent, parenting and peer–adolescent relationships. Less systematic evidence was found for
the reverse pattern (Meeus, 2016).
Strengths and Limitations
This study is characterized by several strengths.
First, our 5-year multi-informant design enabled us
to investigate the longitudinal direction of effects
between relationship quality with parents and
friends and SCC across the entire period of adolescence. Second, by including both mother-, father-,
and best friend-reported quality of relationships
with the adolescent, the current study was able to
identify differential associations between different
relationship partners and SCC (Dusek & McIntyre,
2003). Third, the current study investigated withinperson longitudinal associations by using a multilevel framework cross-lagged panel model
(Hamaker et al., 2015). This type of modeling has
been strongly suggested to study actual within-person linkages. That is, by differentiating the betweenperson level from the within-person level, we were
able to analyze how changes in the quality of relationships within-families, and within-friendship
dyads were related to adolescents’ SCC (Hamaker
et al., 2015; Keijsers, 2016). In addition to these
strengths, the current study also has some limitations. First, the sample included primarily Dutch
adolescents from relatively high SES families, which
raises questions to what extent our ﬁndings can be
replicated in lower SES samples. However, although
there might exist mean-level differences in the
amount of negative interaction and support between
adolescents from different levels of family SES,
future research is needed to investigate whether longitudinal associations are also different for adolescents with lower versus higher SES backgrounds.
Second, our main aim was to investigate bidirectional associations between quality of relationships
with the parents versus the best friend on the one
hand and adolescents’ SCC on the other. However,
due to model complexity, we were not able to control for potentially overlapping effects of both quality of relationships with mothers and fathers on
adolescents’ SCC. Our models and Stolz, Barber,
and Olsen’s (2005) analyses suggest that mothers
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and fathers show unique contributions to adolescents’ development; future research should further
investigate to what extent mothers and fathers have
differential parental effects on adolescents’ SCC.
Third, although we investigated two key dimensions
of relationship quality, other relationship dimensions of the parent–adolescent and friendship dyads
should be included in future work to test how they
are related to the development of the self across adolescence. For instance, parental open communication
with their adolescents has been found to predict
change in SCC across adolescence (Van Dijk et al.,
2014). Future research should study different relational aspects of the friendship dyads to further
investigate linkages between friendship quality and
adolescents’ SCC.
Conclusion
Despite these limitations, the current study supported bidirectional associations between adolescents’ relationship quality with their parents and
best friend and the development of clear self-views.
Speciﬁcally, direction of effects were largely dependent on the relational context (e.g., adolescent–father vs. adolescent–mother relationship dyad), such
that close relationships with mothers affected adolescent’s SCC and changes in adolescents’ SCC
were a strong predictor of change in relationship
quality with fathers. We investigated these longitudinal associations on a within-person level using
multiple informants of relationship quality. Future
research should further investigate differential associations between adolescents’ self-views and relationships across multiple relationship partners.
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